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USDA Community Facilities Relending Program Goals

Existing Direct loan program opened to mission-driven        
re-lenders who already work in the targeted high poverty 
communities, to deploy CF loan funds 

Provides re-lenders with additional capital to increase capacity 
to make investments in community infrastructure projects

Leverage funds with private and philanthropic capital to 
provide the right mix of affordable credit and technical 
assistance
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Presentation Notes
USDA in July opened its CF direct loan program to mission driven relenders. Sought to create an innovative public private partnership that will enable the Federal government to more effectively serve its rural constituents and stakeholders and bolster rural community viability. On the front end, this is a great step forward, a really important opening for CDFIs to access this low cost, long term capital. But as we started to dig in a bit deeper into the program, the NOSA, and the regulations, there were quite a few issues that we uncovered so on this call I will identify what those issues are, but also want to hear from you directly about your experience with the overall application, and program, good or bad. Hoping to expedite the process of finding and financing deals for these community facilities projects by working with mission driven lenders who are already established in the community and have relationships with potential partners and borrowers. Selected re-lenders will have a proven track record of successful lending for community infrastructure development in high poverty communities, with loans made to , as they define it, strong, viable, mission driven lending institutions for CF eligible projects. With the re-lending provision it is expected that re-lenders will leverage these Federal funds with other private and philanthropic funding so that applicants do not incur additional costs. By obtaining private sector support in the form of grants or guarantees, a community re-lender could reduce the cost of structuring the transaction, providing technical assistance to the borrowers, and servicing the loan.As we move through the presentation I’d like to hear from you about 



Rulemaking Process 

The interim rule is already effective as of July 6, 2016.  

USDA is soliciting comments on this interim rule and will 
consider them in the final rule. 

Comments due by September 6, 2016.  

 Federal Register Notice of Solicitation of Applications 
 Interim Rule 
 Code of Federal Regulations (7 CFR 1942 subpart A)
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§1942.30(a): Re-lender Eligibility

Are there particular eligibility requirements that make it 
difficult for CDFIs to qualify? 

Portfolio Requirements 
Collateral 
Letter of Credit or Performance Guarantee
Financial Strength and Performance* 
Other Requirements 
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There are numerous eligibility requirements for re-lenders to meet the eligibility: 11 unique criteria, some of which are pretty standard and some of which could be challenging for CDFIs



§1942.30(a): Re-lender Eligibility 

Financial Strength and Performance: Re-lenders must 
demonstrate one of the following: 

Regulated entity subject to credit examination; or

Strong Financial Strength and Performance Rating as specified 
in the annual Federal Register notice (Aeris rating 1 or 2); or

Provides an Irrevocable Letter of Credit or performance 
guarantee acceptable to the Agency and the Re-lender:
Obtains an Aeris Financial Strength and Performance rating of 1 or 2; or
 Proves to be financially sound based on USDA assessment 
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Re-lender is regulated and supervised by a Federal or State Banking Regulatory Agency that is subject to credit examination, AND the institution, its subsidiaries, holding companies, and affiliates are not on their respective;Under this NOFA, the relenders must have an Aeris rating of 1 or 2 within the past two yearsThe achieved rating must indicate financial strength, performance, and risk management practices that consistently provide for safe and sound operations; 



§1942.30(b): Applicant and Project Eligibility
Applicant and project must meet the eligibility requirements 
under the existing Direct Loan program regulations

Applicants:
 Public Body
 Nonprofit 
 Tribal Government 

Projects:
 Located in rural areas (20,000 people or less)
Meet criteria for essential community facility 
Operated on nonprofit basis 

Are there issues related to the Applicant and Project Eligibility?  
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Outlines the requirements for applicants and projects to be eligible for a CF Direct loan from a re-lenderThis is not changed from the direct loan program regulationsnecessary certifications and recommendations of appropriate regulatory or other agency or institution having expertise in the planning, operation, and management of similar facilities.For applicants, they must be a public body of some kind, or a nonprofit, or utility, with connections to the rural community, or a tribe or tribal government. These are not changed as part of the interim rule. The applicant must also submit written statement of not being able to obtain credit elsewhere. The applicant must comply with any other criteria specified by the Agency in the annual Program Notice published in the Federal Register; and meet all of the eligibility requirements for a project detailed in the regulations, including but not limited to § 1942.17(b)(2), (d), (e), and (g) and all environmental review requirements as specified in §1942.2(b) and 7 CFR part 1970; and meet any additional requirements specified in the annual Federal Register NoticeThere is also latitude left in the regulations to allow the annual program notice to add additional applicant and project eligibility requirements. 



§1942.30(c): Application Submission Requirements

Federal Register Notice details instructions for application 
submission 

Re-lenders must submit all requested documentation as well 
as any other supporting documentation for Rural 
Development’s consideration

Were the forms and documents requested reasonable?
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§1942.30(d): Evaluation Criteria 

Lending Experience
More than 10 years of experience: 10 Points

 Five years of experience but less than or equal to 10 years: 5 Points

Poverty and Project Service Area
More than 75% of projects located or serve Persistent Poverty Counties 
or High Poverty Areas: 30 points 

More than 50% of projects located or serve Persistent Poverty Counties 
or High Poverty Areas): 20 points

More than 30% of located in or serve Persistent Poverty Counties or 
High Poverty Areas: 10 points 

Administrator’s Discretionary Points: Up to 10 points
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Applications will be scored based on this criteria which is detailed in the Federal Register and can change from year to year Lending experience and strength of the Re-lender: A Re-lender that has demonstrated experience administering community infrastructure or development loan funds will be awarded points as follows: (1) More than 10 years of experience: 10 Points; (2) 5 years of experience but less than or equal to 10 years: 5 Points; Poverty and project service area. Re-lenders who demonstrate that they have a lending history in Persistent Poverty County(ies) or Poverty Areas: (1) More than 75% of the Re-Lender’s loan portfolio is for projects located in or serve Persistent Poverty County(ies) or High Poverty Area(s): 30 points; (2) More than 50% of the Re-Lender’s loan portfolio is for projects located in or serve Persistent Poverty County(ies) or High Poverty Area(s): 20 points; and (3) More than 30% of the Re-Lender’s loan portfolio is for projects located in or serve Persistent Poverty County (ies) or High Poverty Area(s): 10 points. Administrator’s Discretionary Points: (c) Up to 10 Administrator points may be awarded to applications that address geographic distribution of funds, emergency conditions caused by economic problems, natural disasters and other initiatives that support the Agency’s strategic plan. There is very little detail in the interim rule about the evaluation criteria, leaving that to the NOSA each year. This allows Rural Development flexibility to adjust scoring and criteria to address changing policy priorities. This year’s scoring prioritizes lending experience and ability to channel capital into high poverty and persistent poverty rural communities. Are there any thoughts and comments the scoring criteria that was used in this years application process? Was it difficult to create applications within those definitions in order to meet the scoring criteria? What other things should the USDA consider in future application or funding rounds?



§1942.30(e): Other Re-lender Requirements

Prior to receiving the direct loan, re-lenders must:

Enter into an agreement with Rural Development

Execute a promissory note

Provide letter of credit equal to P and I payments for first 
five years of the loan 

Provide adequate collateral 

Meet any other conditions in the Federal Register
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§1942.30(f): Loan Origination and Servicing  

Re-lender responsible for all loan origination and loan servicing 

Additional Costs 

Re-lenders incur additional costs during the application 
process as well as originating, processing, and servicing 
loans to applicants

Did these costs deter potential applicants or make the 
program economically unfeasible?
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Re-lenders are expected to use their own policies and procedures for loan origination and servicing for all loans it makes but must present documentation that demonstrates that both the applicant and the project meet the eligibility requirements of the CF direct loan regulation and any additional requirements that may be included in the NOFA. The costs associated with these new provisions will be incurred mainly by the lending institutions who participate in the re-lending of CF direct loans. Re-lenders will incur costs associated with the application process as well as originating, processing, and servicing loans to applicants. Re-lenders will also incur costs associated with reporting to USDA. Applicants will work directly with re-lenders for processing and servicing loans. Applicants may incur additional upfront costs working with a re-lender versus obtaining a loan directly from the Agency. Interest Rate and Fee Structure:2.75% interest rate Loan Origination Fees  Are there limits on fees charged by relender make it difficult for the program to be economically viable?



Additional Questions
Do the interim regulations direct capital into the areas of 
highest need? 
High poverty areas
 Persistent poverty counties

Is USDA requiring the re-lender to assume too much of the 
risk?

Was the Uplift America Fund sufficient to provide grant 
funding needed to offer capacity building and technical 
assistance?

What could USDA do to improve the program in future 
funding rounds?
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Additionally, the Agency will continue to perform its due diligence in reviewing and determining applicant and project eligibility for each loan made by the re-lender. Loans will be made only to strong, viable, mission driven lending institutions for CF eligible projects. The goal is that these risk mitigation strategies will provide protection to the mission and portfolio of the CF Direct Loan program.The expectation that CDFIs and other mission driven relenders will be able to provide capacity building and technical assistance services with no way to cover those costs through the capital provided by USDA. The Uplift America fund was designed to fill in those gaps and provide grant support or equity and strengthen the balance sheet of applicants, but there is no guarantee that you will receive those funds. I want to hear from the group whether that impacted your decision to apply 



Contact Me

Dafina Williams 
 dwilliams@ofn.org
 215.320.4318
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